
Our company is hiring for a corporate marketing. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for corporate marketing

Inform organization of best practices and trends in online advertising
Work with team to develop conversion-optimized landing page to support
campaigns
In partnership with the Internal Communications team and Brand Experience
team, lead logistics and all planning for global companywide town hall
meetings annual global marketing and communications offsite
Working closely with SMDs and marketing colleagues to develop and manage
the marketing strategy, planning and deliver activity for all practice areas
within the Paris office
Deliver campaigns/ marketing programmes including thought leadership,
client communications, PR, events and sponsorships
Supporting all practice areas with the development of pitch materials
including ownership and maintenance of CV and credentials databases
Encourage greater collaboration between the firm’s practice areas through
cross-practice marketing initiatives and involvement in firm-wide industry
groups
Deploy a range of marketing projects driven through the wider corporate
marketing team
Work with external and in-house designers to produce brochure materials and
client communications
Drive improvement in awareness of the brand through media relations and
article production
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Strong analytical and planning skills with an attention to detail and an ability
to prioritize
Updating Sales databases and leads
Creating a photo database of sponsorship fulfillment items throughout the
season
Assisting with the planning and execution of Sponsorship Title Nights for
IronBirds games other tabling opportunities and sponsor events throughout
the season
Working with potential corporate sponsors in creating programs that
maximize goal of the sponsor’s investment for their sponsorship
Visiting with corporate sponsors nightly to ensure we are giving them the
Ripken Experience


